A-1 for FUN is East Central Indiana’s largest inflatable, amusement, interactive and carnival game rental company. Our huge selection of items has traveled across many states bringing fun to company outings, colleges, school carnivals, fairs, festivals, church gatherings and many other events.

Our professional staff is trained on safety and customer service to provide you with the best party experience. We are also able to assist you in all aspects of planning and implementing your event as well as providing great service, quality products, fun and enjoyment all while being competitive on pricing.

Your event will be a great success because A-1 is the place for FUN!

PLEASE NOTE: Prices displayed are based on a four (4) hour rental. Cut-off time for weekend rentals is Noon on Friday!

Additional Services: call us at (765) 717-3098 for more information!

**Fundraising**
We have many fundraising options available to fit your needs. Call us to schedule your next fundraising event using our inflatables and/or games. We can also use our Baskin Robbins trailers or carts to help with your fundraising efforts. Or schedule a fundraising night at our Baskin Robbins store.

**Catering**
We cater parties from 10 to 500 people. Call us for a menu and pricing.

**Tents, Tables & Chairs**
from our good friends at Byerly Limited Tent Rentals

**Magic Shows**
**Clowns**
**DJ Services**
from NBE Event Group
**Photo Booth**
**Laser Tag**
**DJ Services**
from Howell’s DJ Service

**Wagon Rides**
**Action Sports**
**Cook & Belle**
Live Music
**Face Painting**
**Clown and Balloon Artist**
**The Indigos**
Music
Themes
Bundle several items to create a unique themed event!

**Animal Zoo**
Choose 3 or more of the following: Allie the Alligator, Frog Bounce, Tiger Bounce, Jungle Bounce, Elephant Bounce, Hippo Chow Down, Cow Pie Fly game, Frog Flinger game, Gorilla costume, Tiger costume. Call for pricing!

**Carnival**
Choose 3 or more of the following: Bumper Cars, Tumbleweed, Zipline, Wizzer, Clown Bounce, Wild One, High Striker, Kiddie Striker, Boogie Heads. Call for pricing!

**Competition Time**
Choose 3 or more of the following: Laser Tag, Cannonball Blaster, Zipline, Zorb Balls, Bungee Run, Pillow Bash, Joust, Sumo Suits. Call for pricing!

**BIG Games**
Choose 3 or more of the following: Catch the Light, Foosball, Tug of War, Giant Twister, Giant Jenga, Under the Knife (Giant Operation), Giant Yahtzee, Big Foot Race, Lite Brite, Soccer Darts. Call for pricing!

**Halloween/Fall**
Choose 3 or more of the following: High Master, Black Hole Aliens, Conk the Crow, Corn Maze (inflatable), Frankenstein game, Monster Dentist, Zap the Zombies. Call for pricing!

**Medieval Prince/Princess**
Choose 3 or more of the following: Castle Bounce, Tinkerbell Bounce, Joust, Pony Hops, Off With Your Head. Call for pricing!

**Oxygen Bar**
Choose 3 or more of the following: Oxygen Bar (8 or 16 person), Massage Chairs, Gentle Music, LED Lite Chairs. Call for pricing!

**Relaxation**
Choose 3 or more of the following: Oxygen Bar (8 or 16 person), Massage Chairs, Gentle Music, LED Lite Chairs. Call for pricing!

**Sports**
Choose 3 or more of the following: Sports Bounce, Quarterback Toss game, Knockerball, Soccer game, Batter-Up, Baseball Plinko game, Speed Cage. Call for pricing!

**Summer - Wet & Wild**
Choose 3 or more of the following: Ice-less Ice Skating Rink, Create Your Own Lip Balm (choose 6 flavors), Snowboard, Sno-Kone Machine. Call for Pricing!

**Wipe Out**
Choose any 3 or more items: Big Baller, Eliminator, Joust, Obstacle Course, Zorb Balls

**Western Birthday Party Ideas**

**Western**
Choose 3 or more of the following: Mechanical Bull, Bull Ring game, Cow Pie Fly game, Longhorn Lasso game, Western Bazooka Ball. Call for pricing!

**Winter Wonderland**
Choose 3 or more of the following: Ice-less Ice Skating Rink, Create Your Own Lip Balm (choose 6 flavors), Snowboard, Sno-Kone Machine. Call for Pricing!
Unique Attractions

An extraordinary selection of new and memorable rental attractions!

From your own Lip Balm to Ziplines, check out everything in between!

NEW Amazon Adventure
Ultimate instant funhouse, jungle themed, super colorful, challenging and with a lot to do. 28' x 10' W x 20' H

NEW Create Your Lip Balm
Pp to 300 tubes. Choose 6 of our 10 ORGANIC flavors: Blue Raspberry, Cotton Candy, Clouds, Coconut Temptation, Fuzzy Peaches, Snow Cone, Strawberry Fields, Cupcake Bliss, Vanilla Skies, Wicked Watermelon, Wild Cherry

NEW DizzyX
Four players get a pre-designated color and they take their place on the dizzy disc, a multi colored carrot. The participants are spun around until they are dizzy, then the race starts and the first person to find their way to the end of their colored section wins! Dizzy X is fun for all ages! Parents, grandparents and kids can all play together. 35'L x 35'W E S W

NEW Gladiator Joust
‘Gladiators Ready! Players can challenge each other as they each climb up onto their pedestal. Using over-sized joust poles, each player attempts to strike, sway, and nudge each other off in an effort to be the winner! We’ve added an extra retaining wall for added safety, 24' L x 16' W x 4'H'E

NEW Grand Slammer
8 person POPCORN...PEANUTS...GRAND SLAMMER!!! The Grand Slammer features an 8 person competition of jumping and ducking. Step up to the plate, just don’t get knocked out of the park. 30'L x 30' W x 10'H E S W

NEW Inflatable Movie Screen
Inflatable Movie Screen - Call for Pricing & rental hours. It’s all the fun of a Drive-In, without the cars. We deliver, setup & host movie events - indoors or outdoors - for crowds of 1-5000. Fun for schools, Pools, Neighborhoods, Churches & Businesses. It’s also a fantastic backyard party idea. E S

NEW Interactive Play Systems
Interactive Playsystem themes are interactive, but there is no competitive element. A theme is actually a combination of light, music and sound. When a spot is touched, a sound specific to the theme is heard. The IPS case can be placed up to 75’ away from the spots. IPS can be used in every inflatable or playzone. The electronics are water repellent, CE and FCC certified. The scoreboard and the spots are wireless and are always connected to each other. 10 interactive spots and case with scoreboard. E

NEW Laser Crystal Imaging
Our Cutting Edge 3D Scanning and Laser Imaging Machine takes your picture and creates a Beautiful, 3D picture in the Center of Flawless, Clear Optical Crystal. All in just Minutes! This personalized crystal is a treasure that will last a lifetime! Participants and onlookers alike will be amazed as they watch Laser Crystal Imaging create Works of Art. Each 6 hour Crystal Laser Imaging Event includes the following: - 3D scanning and imaging machine - Premium quality crystals E S W

NEW Log Slammer
A 4 person game designed to challenge your agility, balance and endurance, themed to look like you are in the swamp of the deep south. There has been an explosion at the local mill, leaving you floating on a tree stump with three other of your buddies. Tree logs are flying through the air knocking you into the alligator infested swamp. Do you jump or do you duck the log? Either way just make sure that you don’t get snapped up by the hungry alligators waiting for you. Avoid the log and wrestle the alligators to become the champion of Log Slammer! Required space 30’ x 30’ x 15’ 2 – 110 volt circuits required E S W

NEW Mini Paddle Boats
We have four mini paddle boats with a 30’ diameter pool that is included in the rental. Customer will need to supply the water. Great for smaller children! 100 pound weight limit. E W

NEW Paintball Shooting Gallery
Test your shooting skills and speed, hit the lighted target and score points before your opponent, or see who can shoot the best by trying to beat the highest score. Comes with timed targets, paintless paintballs, paintball guns, safety helmets and scoreboard. This rental can be set-up on pavement or grass. Surface needs to be level and free of debris. 14’ x 40’ x 15’ E

NEW Rock n’ Roll
Rock N’ Roll Inflatable How’s your balance? Think you can stand on your own two feet? I doubt it! Try standing on the center of the Rock N Roll with other participants and see who falls off first. (2) players try to stand up while everyone else, wiggle and giggles watching the other players lose their balance and fall off the center pedestal. Not to worry; there’s a huge inflatable mattress surrounding the whole game so if you do fall, you’ll laugh all the way down. 27’ diameter E

NEW Spaceball
A spinning good time! Based on technology developed by NASA to train astronauts and fighter pilots in weightlessness and orientation. Riders are safely strapped into the center pedestal. The riders are spun in 3 different directions at once to give the feeling of weightlessness. Lights up for night time rentals. Ages 4 & up. Weight limit is 250 pounds. 8’ W x 8’ L x 10’ H E S W

NEW Trackless Train
Trackless Train - $595 - 3hr rental Chug-a-chug-a CHOO-CHOO! All aboard for a crazy trackless train! Young & old adore this train. Outdoor use only. Complete with all the bells & whistles sounds. The engine is big enough for a conductor and even a guest rider. The three (3) trailing cars will fit 2-3 people each. Has LED lights all throughout the train and PA system for music. S
Unique Attractions
An extraordinary selection of new and memorable rental attractions!
From your own Lip Balm to Ziplines, check out everything in between!

- **NEW - The Vortex**
  Rentals for our inflatable Vortex competition game will keep your guests spinning around for more. Participants start out running around the inflatable Vortex competition game trying to tag these colored buttons. The colored buttons light up randomly all over the dome. As you tag the colored buttons that light up there is an electronic scoring system that tally ups your score. The inflatable Vortex competition game is a very high energy game that requires speed and a quick response on your feet. The inflatable Vortex competition game has high inflatable walls so no one will come out. We offer most of our games with staffing so you can enjoy your event and won’t have to keep score or referee the games. Do you have what it takes to take on the Vortex? 30’ diameter space needed.

- **Archery Tag**
  Archery Tag is played similar to dodgeball with bows and foam-tipped arrows. This exciting, action-packed game offers the ultimate family-friendly experience that engages everyone. Don’t miss out on Tag! The game you never outgrow! Used with our bunker.

- **Bunkers for paintball or archery tag**

- **Armchair Quarterback**
  Get in the big game from the comfort of your own armchair! As the quarterback, your objective is to pass the ball into the hole while your mechanical chair twists and turns. Additional operating charges apply after 4 hours. 14’ x 10’ x 10’

- **Apple**

- **Kaboom Bumper Cars**
  What about a car party? We have Kaboom Bumper cars-revolutionary battery powered bumper cars in an inflatable arena! Each car is large enough for two adults to ride. Bumper Cars are sure to be the center of your event!! This rental must be set-up on a flat level surface-pavement or asphalt. NO GRASS. 35’ x 35’ x 7’ to 2 people per car - 300 lb total weight limit. Minimum 42” height Battery life is (4) hours on this rental.

- **Big Baller**
  Get in the big game from the comfort of your own armchair! As the quarterback, your objective is to pass the ball into the hole while your mechanical chair twists and turns. Additional operating charges apply after 4 hours. 40’ x 21’ x 14’

- **Eliminator (6 person)**
  This 6 player action game is similar to a challenge off the popular ABC show “Wipeout!” Each player attempts to duck or jump over the moving “boom poles.” Additional charges apply for operating more than 4 hours. 33’ x 33’ x 4’

- **Cannonball Blaster**
  Ready, Aim, Fire! In this game it is not just the best shot, but who is the fastest shot tool 2-4 competitors do battle using low pressure air cannons that shoot soft foam balls. The object is to shoot your cannon balls into your enemy’s target which is a net on the top of their cannon or a net on the inflatable behind them. It’s fun for all ages! Comes with (2) sets of air cannons (4) safety goggles and approximately (100) soft foam balls. Additional operating charges apply after 4 hours. 23’ x 12’ x 10’

- **Corn Maze**
  Get lost in twists and turns until you finally find your way out. What direction will you choose in order to try to be the first one out? 40’ x 40’ x 12’

- **E = Electricity  W = Water  S = Staffing  W = Waiver**

- **Giant Lite Brite**
  Your favorite childhood toy underwent a makeover! Make a statement with this unique and colorful electronic pegboard and add our giant light brite to your next party’s game-room. 8’ x 4’

- **DJ Booth Front - 1955 Buick**

- **Great White Shark**
  Have you ever wondered what it would be like to ride on the back of a fearsome Great White Shark? Well now you can, without even getting wet! One of our most popular ride attachments for our multi ride system is our Shark Attack! The Great White has a Soloflex soft foam safety head and tail. 16x39 diameter and needs clearance of 10x29’

- **Iceless Skating Rink**
  Synthetic Ice Skating Rink! 48’ x 24’ area to skate. No need for the cold. We provide 85 pairs of ice skates. Can be used inside or outside on concrete or asphalt. Featured on the Kelly and Michael television show. Additional charges apply for operating more than 4 hours.

- **Foam Party**
  Two foam machines fill a 30 x 30 arena with bubbles galore. Fun for all ages. Non-toxic and won’t sting eyes or stain clothes. Outside use only. Additional charges apply for operating more than 4 hours. 30’ x 30’ x 5’

- **Knockerballs/Bubble Soccer**
  Try the epic new sport that’s sweeping America, Knockerball. Try everything from Knocker rolls and flips to Knocker soccer. You are protected and safe. Add Knockerballs to your event and have a BALL!! Additional charges apply for operating more than 4 hours.

- **Euro Bungee - 4 person**
  It’s an opportunity to jump sky high! Our Euro Bungee can accommodate up to 4 participants at a time. Each person is harnessed in so they jump directly over their individual trampoline. Once they get momentum, the bungees attached to their harness go to work to fling them higher and higher. It’s amazing the heights you can achieve, plus it’s a lot of fun! Discover what you can do on our Euro Bungee. 32’ x 32’ x 27’

- **Synthetic Ice Skating Rink**
  Synthetic Ice Skating Rink! 48’ x 24’ area to skate. No need for the cold. We provide 85 pairs of ice skates. Can be used inside or outside on concrete or asphalt. Featured on the Kelly and Michael television show. Additional charges apply for operating more than 4 hours.

- **Giant Lite Brite**
  Your favorite childhood toy underwent a makeover! Make a statement with this unique and colorful electronic pegboard and add our giant light brite to your next party’s game-room. 8’ x 4’

- **DJ Booth Front - 1955 Buick**

- **Great White Shark**
  Have you ever wondered what it would be like to ride on the back of a fearsome Great White Shark? Well now you can, without even getting wet! One of our most popular ride attachments for our multi ride system is our Shark Attack! The Great White has a Soloflex soft foam safety head and tail. 16x39 diameter and needs clearance of 10x29’

- **Iceless Skating Rink**
  Synthetic Ice Skating Rink! 48’ x 24’ area to skate. No need for the cold. We provide 85 pairs of ice skates. Can be used inside or outside on concrete or asphalt. Featured on the Kelly and Michael television show. Additional charges apply for operating more than 4 hours.

- **Knockerballs/Bubble Soccer**
  Try the epic new sport that’s sweeping America, Knockerball. Try everything from Knocker rolls and flips to Knocker soccer. You are protected and safe. Add Knockerballs to your event and have a BALL!! Additional charges apply for operating more than 4 hours.

- **Euro Bungee - 4 person**
  It’s an opportunity to jump sky high! Our Euro Bungee can accommodate up to 4 participants at a time. Each person is harnessed in so they jump directly over their individual trampoline. Once they get momentum, the bungees attached to their harness go to work to fling them higher and higher. It’s amazing the heights you can achieve, plus it’s a lot of fun! Discover what you can do on our Euro Bungee. 32’ x 32’ x 27’

- **Synthetic Ice Skating Rink**
  Synthetic Ice Skating Rink! 48’ x 24’ area to skate. No need for the cold. We provide 85 pairs of ice skates. Can be used inside or outside on concrete or asphalt. Featured on the Kelly and Michael television show. Additional charges apply for operating more than 4 hours.

- **Knockerballs/Bubble Soccer**
  Try the epic new sport that’s sweeping America, Knockerball. Try everything from Knocker rolls and flips to Knocker soccer. You are protected and safe. Add Knockerballs to your event and have a BALL!! Additional charges apply for operating more than 4 hours.

- **Euro Bungee - 4 person**
  It’s an opportunity to jump sky high! Our Euro Bungee can accommodate up to 4 participants at a time. Each person is harnessed in so they jump directly over their individual trampoline. Once they get momentum, the bungees attached to their harness go to work to fling them higher and higher. It’s amazing the heights you can achieve, plus it’s a lot of fun! Discover what you can do on our Euro Bungee. 32’ x 32’ x 27’

- **Synthetic Ice Skating Rink**
  Synthetic Ice Skating Rink! 48’ x 24’ area to skate. No need for the cold. We provide 85 pairs of ice skates. Can be used inside or outside on concrete or asphalt. Featured on the Kelly and Michael television show. Additional charges apply for operating more than 4 hours.
Unique Attractions
An extraordinary selection of new and memorable rental attractions!
From your own Lip Balm to Ziplines, check out everything in between!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LED Lit Chairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LED chairs has 20 color changes. Comes with a controller. These would be a perfect addition to our black light golf or oxygen bar rentals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Massage Chairs - Rent 1 or up to 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inside every iJoy Robotic Massage Chair are the hands of a trained massage professional â€“ just waiting to provide you with a soothing back massage. But don’t take our word for it. Sit down in one. (9 available for rent)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miniature Golf - 9 Holes, 6 Holes or 3 Holes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mini Golf is very popular for many ages. While you are spending time with others you are still challenged and having fun. You can rent 3 holes, 6 holes or 9 holes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanical Bull</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>See how long you can stay on the Mechanical Bull as it buckles, spins and twists. If you start to slip, don’t worry, the Mechanical Bull has an inflatable surround to keep participants safe. Additional charges apply for operating more than 4 hours. 16” diameter and need clearance of 10’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meltdown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 players can play at once as they take on the swinging boom. Who will be the last one standing? 200 lb weight limit 25’ x 25’ x 10’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxygen Bar - 8 or 16 person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our oxygen bars light up and have tremendous ‘eye appeal. The oxygen concentrators are the quietest and most powerful oxygen generating systems used in oxygen bars today. Our concentrators outperform our competitors by putting out 33% more flow and up to 96% oxygen!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NASCAR Simulator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Here’s your chance to touch and sit in a real Nascar! Choose your car - #24-DuPont, #42-Target, #1-Stars &amp; Stripes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rockwall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“The Rockwall is sure to be hit at your next event! Three sides with different skill levels. 40-250 lbs weight limit. 50’ x 25’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LED Lit Chairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED chairs has 20 color changes. Comes with a controller. These would be a perfect addition to our black light golf or oxygen bar rentals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Snowboard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Now you can hit the slopes anytime of the year with the mechanical snowboard ride. All the thrill of snowboarding without the snow! 16’ x 18’ x 12’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roller Skating Rink</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roller skating rink is 40’ x 60’ and houses 75 pairs of skates. 35-40 skaters can use at one time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surf Board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The big hit of any summer party is the fun that can be had on our mechanical surfboard. The surf machine is themed beach colors and will integrate seamlessly into your next party. Ideal as the main attraction or item within a large array of games, the mechanical surfboard lets you ride the wave then wipe out on the inflatable beach. The surf machine operates from dead slow for beginners to wipe out mode for the regular surfers. Ride our mechanical surfboard at your next event. 18’ x 18’ x 12’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stunt Jump</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Get ready to experience the newest extreme sport that everyone is talking about! Our Free Fall Stunt Jump event with a Zero Shock air bag system is the best way to captivate any crowd! It’s designed for events of all sizes, so you will definitely get long lines of participants waiting to take the leap of faith! The Free Fall experience is suitable for a wide range of participants from ages 5 to 75. Everyone can do it, and everyone will have a blast doing it. It’s great for building confidence as well as producing massive amounts of adrenaline. 20’ x 50’ x 25’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumbleweed Ride</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Tumbleweed is an exciting ride for both kids and adults. Riders flip and tumble round and round under their own weight. Everyone will scream in delight and ask for more! 250 lbs maximum per person 48” minimum height</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxygen Bar - 8 or 16 person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our oxygen bars light up and have tremendous ‘eye appeal. The oxygen concentrators are the quietest and most powerful oxygen generating systems used in oxygen bars today. Our concentrators outperform our competitors by putting out 33% more flow and up to 96% oxygen!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LED Lit Chairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LED chairs has 20 color changes. Comes with a controller. These would be a perfect addition to our black light golf or oxygen bar rentals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stunt Jump</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Get ready to experience the newest extreme sport that everyone is talking about! Our Free Fall Stunt Jump event with a Zero Shock air bag system is the best way to captivate any crowd! It’s designed for events of all sizes, so you will definitely get long lines of participants waiting to take the leap of faith! The Free Fall experience is suitable for a wide range of participants from ages 5 to 75. Everyone can do it, and everyone will have a blast doing it. It’s great for building confidence as well as producing massive amounts of adrenaline. 20’ x 50’ x 25’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumbleweed Ride</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Tumbleweed is an exciting ride for both kids and adults. Riders flip and tumble round and round under their own weight. Everyone will scream in delight and ask for more! 250 lbs maximum per person 48” minimum height</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Snowboard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Now you can hit the slopes anytime of the year with the mechanical snowboard ride. All the thrill of snowboarding without the snow! 16’ x 18’ x 12’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roller Skating Rink</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roller skating rink is 40’ x 60’ and comes with 75 pairs of skates. 35-40 skaters can use at one time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surf Board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The big hit of any summer party is the fun that can be had on our mechanical surfboard. The surf machine is themed beach colors and will integrate seamlessly into your next party. Ideal as the main attraction or item within a large array of games, the mechanical surfboard lets you ride the wave then wipe out on the inflatable beach. The surf machine operates from dead slow for beginners to wipe out mode for the regular surfers. Ride our mechanical surfboard at your next event. 18’ x 18’ x 12’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LEGEND: E = Electricity  W = Water  S = Staffing  W = Waiver
Unique Attractions
An extraordinary selection of new and memorable rental attractions! From your own Lip Balm to Ziplines, check out everything in between!

**Wizzer Ride**
We have added another great show stopper to our amusement lineup. The Wizzer holds 4 participants and they use their own power to spin themselves around and around. This is without a doubt the perfect attraction for the hard to please "teen group". You will hear laughter, shrieks, and screams as the wizzer spins and the participants are stuck to their seats by the G forces it's creates. This is one spinning carnival ride people will keep coming back to!
- 30' diameter x 7'
- 200 lbs max per person
- 42" minimum height

**Zip Line**
If you are really looking for the most EXCITING attraction, our Mobile Zipline is your rental! It is an adrenaline rush that is great for all ages 5 to 95! Among one of the best mobile attractions, the zipline is easily accessible by its 30' wide staircase that meets all OSHA and ASTM requirements. When the rider reaches the top of the stairs they enter the Launch Barrel which protects them from any exposure to falling until they are safely connected to the zipline by an experienced and trained operator. Once the operator opens the rotating safety gate the rider is then able to take that leap of faith!
- Overall Footprint: 25'W x 200'L x 25'H
- Rider Distance Traveled: 90 - 100' depending on weight/height
- 60 to 250 lbs weight limit per rider

**Wrecking Ball**
Can you avoid the Wrecking Ball? Get Ready To Rumble with the Wrecking Ball Inflatable Party Rental! Players try to swing the giant wrecking ball to knock off other opponents. Don’t worry if players fall, they will land on the soft inflatable. Fun for all highly competitive and challenging people. Great team building game!
- 28' diameter x 10'H

**Mini Hockey**
Shoot and score with the Mini Hockey Game interactive inflatable! This is the perfect inflatable game for your party! Challenge a friend to slap some pucks into the inflatable net. See if you can score stick side, glove side, five-hole or top shelf. This inflatable is best suited for older kids and adults.
- 12' x 9' x 10'

**Golden Tee**
OK Golfers, test or improve your golf skills with this arcade style golf game!

**Zorb Balls with Track**
Let’s experience the space of unknown!!!! Zorb Ball is designed for those who are seeking excitement. You are safe and fun rolling inside an orb which is made of transparent plastic. The zorb is double-sectioned which has one ball inside the other with an air layer between. It comes with a track so two people can race! Attendant is required with this rental. Charge is $20.00 per hour.
- Weight limit 250 lbs per person
- 40' x 10' = track

---

**Wizzer Ride**
**Zip Line**
**Wrecking Ball**
**Mini Hockey**
**Golden Tee**
**Zorb Balls with Track**

*Legend: E = Electricity, W = Water, S = Staffing, W = Waiver*
Bounce Houses
Large selection of Bounce Houses to make your next event special.

Castle Bounce Red
With its regal spires and stately pillars, the Castle Bounce House is certain to become the center of kids' kingdom. Little kings, queens, knights and princesses will spend hours jumping and playing inside their very own castle. 15' x 15' x 15' E

Castle Bounce Blue
With its regal spires and stately pillars, the Castle Bounce House is certain to become the center of kids' kingdom. Little kings, queens, knights and princesses will spend hours jumping and playing inside their very own castle. 15' x 15' x 15' E

Frog Bounce House
Extremely cute frog bounce house. 20' x 20' x 18' E

Lion Bounce House
Your kids can pretend they're in the jungle or at the zoo with this lion-themed bounce house. This bounce house is sure to be the center of attention at your next event! 16' x 16' x 12' E

Spiderman Bounce House
Spiderman is the most widely known fictional character of all times! Nothing would be more incredible than a giant Spiderman Bounce House. The red and blue colors of this inflatable bouncer matches Spiderman's super-hero costume, and it makes vibrant decor for the ultimate theme party. 14' x 14' x 14' E

Yellow Cake Bounce House
This birthday cake themed bounce house is perfect for birthdays! This inflatable will keep them coming back for more. Adorned with candles and decorated like the tastiest treat any kid could want, this will make entertaining those kids a "cake-walk." 15' x 15' x 15' E

Clown Bounce House
No reason to tell the kids to stop clowning around in this fun bouncer! The Clown Bounce House is sure to entertain them for hours. The bright colors are sure to attract kids of all ages! 16' x 16' x 18' E

Ice Cream Truck Bounce House
The Ice Cream Truck Bounce is adorable and fun for children of all ages! This unique inflatable will be the center of attention at any party or event. 14' x 14' x 17' E

Tiger Bounce House
The Tiger Bounce is fun for children of all ages! This unique inflatable will be the center of attention at any party or event. 20' x 16' x 14' E

Tinkerbell Bounce House
This licensed Tinker Bell large jump will bring the essence of Disney, with a little pixie dust, to your next festival. Gorgeous artwork depicts Tinker Bell spreading some enchantment throughout her flower-filled pixie land and urging everyone to believe in the magic! Kids will certainly become believers as they jump to their hearts content with the fluttering branding icon of Disney. A great way to promote active entertainment for kids of all ages. 13' x 13' x 10' E

Jungle Bounce House
Want some jungle fun in the tropics? There's no better place for it than in the beautiful Tropical Bounce House. Bright colors and exotic animals are part of this jumper's appeal, offering a 360 degree design with 4 tall palm tree posts and a jungle animal themed panel above the entrance. 14' x 14' x 13' E

Module Bounce with Choice of 4 Panels
The Module Bounce House is jam-packed with fun, offering generous area for jumping! We have interchangeable art panels available in Shrek, SpongeBob, Soccer or Pirate. 16' x 16' x 12' E

Panda Bear Bounce House
Adorable panda bounce house. 10' x 16' x 14' E

Ice Cream Truck Bounce House
The Ice Cream Truck Bounce is adorable and fun for children of all ages! This unique inflatable will be the center of attention at any party or event. 14' x 14' x 17' E

Jungle Bounce House
Want some jungle fun in the tropics? There's no better place for it than in the beautiful Tropical Bounce House. Bright colors and exotic animals are part of this jumper's appeal, offering a 360 degree design with 4 tall palm tree posts and a jungle animal themed panel above the entrance. 14' x 14' x 13' E

Module Bounce with Choice of 4 Panels
The Module Bounce House is jam-packed with fun, offering generous area for jumping! We have interchangeable art panels available in Shrek, SpongeBob, Soccer or Pirate. 16' x 16' x 12' E

Panda Bear Bounce House
Adorable panda bounce house. 10' x 16' x 14' E

Frog Bounce House
Extremely cute frog bounce house. 20' x 20' x 18' E

Lion Bounce House
Your kids can pretend they're in the jungle or at the zoo with this lion-themed bounce house. This bounce house is sure to be the center of attention at your next event! 16' x 16' x 12' E

Spiderman Bounce House
Spiderman is the most widely known fictional character of all times! Nothing would be more incredible than a giant Spiderman Bounce House. The red and blue colors of this inflatable bouncer matches Spiderman's super-hero costume, and it makes vibrant decor for the ultimate theme party. 14' x 14' x 14' E

Yellow Cake Bounce House
This birthday cake themed bounce house is perfect for birthdays! This inflatable will keep them coming back for more. Adorned with candles and decorated like the tastiest treat any kid could want, this will make entertaining those kids a “cake-walk.” 15’ x 15’ x 15’ E

Clown Bounce House
No reason to tell the kids to stop clowning around in this fun bouncer! The Clown Bounce House is sure to entertain them for hours. The bright colors are sure to attract kids of all ages! 16’ x 16’ x 18’ E

Ice Cream Truck Bounce House
The Ice Cream Truck Bounce is adorable and fun for children of all ages! This unique inflatable will be the center of attention at any party or event. 14’ x 14’ x 17’ E

Tiger Bounce House
The Tiger Bounce is fun for children of all ages! This unique inflatable will be the center of attention at any party or event. 20’ x 16’ x 14’ E

Tinkerbell Bounce House
This licensed Tinker Bell large jump will bring the essence of Disney, with a little pixie dust, to your next festival. Gorgeous artwork depicts Tinker Bell spreading some enchantment throughout her flower-filled pixie land and urging everyone to believe in the magic! Kids will certainly become believers as they jump to their hearts content with the fluttering branding icon of Disney. A great way to promote active entertainment for kids of all ages. 13’ x 13’ x 10’ E

Jungle Bounce House
Want some jungle fun in the tropics? There’s no better place for it than in the beautiful Tropical Bounce House. Bright colors and exotic animals are part of this jumper’s appeal, offering a 360 degree design with 4 tall palm tree posts and a jungle animal themed panel above the entrance. 14’ x 14’ x 13’ E

Module Bounce with Choice of 4 Panels
The Module Bounce House is jam-packed with fun, offering generous area for jumping! We have interchangeable art panels available in Shrek, SpongeBob, Soccer or Pirate. 16’ x 16’ x 12’ E

Panda Bear Bounce House
Adorable panda bounce house. 10’ x 16’ x 14’ E

Legends:
E = Electricity  W = Water  S = Staffing  W = Waiver
Large slides = large fun! Can be used wet or dry — call for details. Combos combine the standard bounce house with slides and rock walls for hours of entertainment.

NEW Arctic Plunge
Take the plunge! Slide down the refreshing water slide into the “arctic waters” awaiting you at the end. This “frigid” 2 lane dual slide is a huge hit for any outdoor event. This slide can be used DRY only. Required space - 33’ x 25’ w x 21’ h Height requirements - 42” - 76” Max weight - 225 lbs Power requirements - 3 circuits or generator

5 in 1 Combo
Bouncers can be a great hit at any outdoor party. These bouncers can be used on multiple occasions from birthdays to family summer fun parties. The Multi-Theme 5 in 1 Combo bouncer is a combination of 5 inflatables all in 1. 25’ x 25’ x 14’

22’ High Slide
Climb up...up...up...and slide down...down...down...then go back and do it again. Great for kids and adults. 35’ x 35’ x 23’

Slip N Slide
Slip-N-Slide is the ultimate inflatable slide, guaranteed to provide hours of fun at any party. The double lane design allows for double the fun for double the participants. This entertaining slide can be set up with ease at any event. It is sure to keep kids and adults delighted with lots of slip and slide action. 34’L x 12’W x 9’H Hose and water must be provided by rental customer.

Sports Bounce - Dry
The Sports 5-in-1 combo bounce house offers it all: a football, basketball, soccer, and baseball theme to score points with any novice player or sports fan. Ideal for sporting events, sport camps or after the big game, this bounce house will keep players entertained for hours on end. The bounce house features a three-dimensional basketball atop one tower, a fun home-advantage scoreboard and an “All Star Club” banner over the slide. 20’ x 20’ x 15’

Allie the Alligator
A 3-in-One combination unit for any entertainment season with dynamic construction techniques for added durability. Children can bash about the themed pop-ups and bounce on the spacious floor, then slide out the opening near the tail. 15’ x 40’ x 15’

Batman 5-n-1 Combo
The Batman licensed 5-in-1 combo bounce house features everyone’s favorite caped crusader, Batman. This oversized bounce house is sure to attract guests young and old with detailed artwork of Batman and Robin battling it out with some of Gotham’s most famous villains. Kids can see the three-dimensional bat signal on top of the bounce house and fight alongside comic book hero in five different physical activities for healthy entertainment. 19’ x 20’ x 15’

Elephant Combo
Elephants have long been a circus favorite! Now you can join in the fun and jump and slide in our elephant bounce house and slide combo. 15’ x 15’ x 16’

Fire Truck Combo
This fire truck and fire station combo bounce house is perfect for the future fire fighter! Bounce area with a fun slide too! 18’ x 22’ x 14’

Gone Fish’N Slide - Dry or Wet
This 20 foot shark may look scary, but he is harmless. He is just ready to have some summer fun. Don’t think you can only get this inflatable in the summer… This slide can be used WET OR DRY! Min/Max Height: 36” / 76” Max Occupancy: 2 people Max Weight per person: 200lbs each 35’L x 17’W x 20’H

Pirate Combo - Dry or Wet
This inflatable bounce house is for land lovers and sea dogs alike. The Pirate Combo can be used with the misting hose turned on for a wet slide, or with the hose left off for a regular slide experience. **Customer to provide hose and water** The inflatable slide features two menacing skull and bones flags, images of two cartoon pirates protecting their treasure, and a pirate ship. The Pirate Combo is perfect for pirate, buried treasure and Peter Pan themed parties. 28’ x 13’ x 14’

Medium Combo with Slide
Children everywhere will fall in love with this rainbow colored combo w/slide inflatable bounce house. Adorned with bright castle peaks and a slide, this bounce house will work for almost any party. Within the castle walls there is a miniature rock climb that leads to the outside slide. Everyone will happily jump, climb, and slide all day! 28’ x 13’ x 14’

Combos combine the standard bounce house with slides and rock walls for hours of entertainment.

LEGEND: E = Electricity W = Water S = Staffing W = Waiver
**Slides & Combo Bounce Houses**

Large slides = large fun! Can be used wet or dry — call for details. Combos combine the standard bounce house with slides and rock walls for hours of entertainment.

**NEW Tropical Combo - Dry or Wet**
This bounce house slide combo offers a large area for jumping, a large climbing wall and a steep slide and inflatable basketball hoop inside making this unit very interactive. Great for kids big and small. 16’ x 22’ x 10’

**White Water-16’ Slide - Dry or Wet**
Bring the extreme thrills and excitement of white-water rafting to community events and backyard birthday parties with the 16-foot high Wet/Dry Slide. Its sleek design with wavy white-water accents and sharp 90-degree turn brings riders back again and again. A bump part-way down the slide provides an exhilarating boost as the rider heads into the banked turn. Water hose not included. 15’x25’x16’

**Wild One Slide**
This spectacular piece looks like a roller coaster but don’t be fooled it is really an incredible inflatable slide. One side is a double lane climb up and over to a double lane slide. This rental is used dry only. 12’ x 35’ x 26’

**Wild One Rollercoaster**
This spectacular piece looks like a roller coaster but don’t be fooled it is really an incredible inflatable slide. One side is a double lane climb up and over to a double lane slide. This rental is used dry only. 12’ x 35’ x 26’

**Obstacle Courses**
Challenging courses, providing hours of exciting competitive action!

**55’ Junior Obstacle Course with Rockwall & Slide**
A great interactive game for kids of all ages, including teens and adults. If you like the looks of this 55’ long obstacle course, Reserve it early for your next school carnival, church festival, graduation party or company picnic. This inflatable obstacle course is made up of 55 feet of racing, jumping, climbing, squeezing and crawling under, over, around and through many different obstacles before racing to the top of a 13’ tall giant slide for a super fast ride down to win the race.
55’ x 15’ x 13’

**70’ Obstacle Course**
A great interactive game for kids of all ages, including teens and adults. If you like the looks of this 70’ long obstacle course, Reserve it early for your next school carnival, church festival, graduation party or company picnic. This inflatable obstacle course is made up of 70 feet of racing, jumping, climbing, squeezing and crawling under, over, around and through many different obstacles before racing to the top of a 18’ tall giant slide for a super fast ride down to win the race.
70’ x 70’ x 18’

**Adrenaline Rush**
The alpha and omega of inflatable obstacle courses. A large area of unparalleled excitement! Great piece for team building. 90 ft of competition perfect for large events.
45’ x 45’ x 16’

**Boot Camp Challenge**
The alpha and omega of inflatable obstacle courses. A large area of unparalleled excitement! Great piece for team building. 90 ft of competition perfect for large events.
45’ x 45’ x 16’

**Legend:**
- **E** = Electricity
- **W** = Water
- **S** = Staffing
- **V** = Waiver
Large selection of games and inflatables to test your skills!

**NEW Bazooka Ball**
$495 - 4 hr rental
Fun For Kids of All Ages & Mom & Dad Too! Just like our original PhazerZone, Bazooka Ball is the most awesome combination of Laser Tag and Paintball! It provides the same adrenaline rush for seasoned players but is also great for younger players too! 4 players. **E**

**NEW Iceball**
Iceball FX Skeeball incorporates synchronized LED lighting for an unprecedented light show. The LED’s can be found on every inch of the 10’ alley-running up each lane, the sides of the acrylic target cover, inside the target area and even on the marquee. 2 1/2’ w x 10’ l x 7’ h. **E**

**NEW Mini Hockey Game**
Shoot and score with the Mini Hockey Game interactive inflatable! This is the perfect inflatable game for your party! Challenge a friend to slap some pucks into the inflatable net. See if you can score stick side, glove side, five-hole or top shelf. This inflatable is best suited for older kids and adults. 12’ x 9’ x 10. **E**

**NEW Gauntlet Run**
One brave soul takes the challenge of making the 30’ Gauntlet Run while 10 other participants are swinging their paddled balls trying to stop them before they can get their ball into the hoop at the end of the run! This high energy game allows 11 participants to be involved at once! 30’ x 13’ x 15’. **E**

**NEW Redneck Shooting Gallery**
Introducing the Redneck Saloon Gallery, a 24’ L x 8’ W x 10’ H mobile trailer which houses 25 interactive target animation, these include sound, light, water, air and motion. Fully themed as a ramshackle old saloon, it is an 8 player game. Each player uses an infra-red laser pointer to try and shoot as many targets as possible in a given time frame, each gun station has a digital display showing the players score. **E S**

**Baseball Skeeball**
The most popular carnival game of all! Roll your ball and see who can get the most points. **E**

**Basketball Hoops**
This exciting basketball hoops game is perfect for the competitive player in all of us or shoot hoops just for fun! This game has real basketball backboards. **E**

**Bazooka Tag Paintball**
Bazooka Tag Paintball is a multi-player game including paintball style markers, head gear, paintball style bunkers, team vests, and lots of foam balls to shoot at your opponents. For outdoor or indoor use, the playing field can be set-up to accommodate any size area. Since the balls are foam, similar to Nerf balls, they won’t damage walls or furniture. Perfect for adults and safe for kids. 10 paintball style are available. **E**

**Basketball Tag Paintball**
Bazooka Tag Paintball is a multi-player game including paintball style markers, head gear, paintball style bunkers, team vests, and lots of foam balls to shoot at each other! This high energy game allows 11 participants to be involved at once! 30’ x 13’ x 15’. **E**

**Bubble Bowling**
No bowling alley around? No problem; we have Bubble Bowling... Just climb inside and instantly, you are the bowling ball. Run down the alley and try to make a STRIKE! You’ll be laughing so hard, you’ll have a hard time making the ball go where you want it to. Additional operating charges apply after 4 hours. **E S W**

**Bungee Run**
One of our top fun makers. Two participants strap on bungee cords and try to out run each other down the inflated lanes. The one that goes the furthest, before being “snapped back” wins. 32’x12’x9H” **E**

**Bungee Run 3 Lanes**
The Bungee Run 3 Lane is played with three players who make a mad dash to see who can get their velcro baton the furthest down the lane. Each player gets harnessed up to a set of bungee cords and when the attendant blows the whistle or gives the command to start, they run down the lane to see how far they can get before the bungee cord stretches to its capacity and blasts them back to the starting point. This is a great addition to any team building activity. Includes bungee cords, 3 harnesses, 3 batons, backing plates. 37’l x 15’W x 7’T. **E**

**Batter Up**
Let your guests feel like they are in the big leagues with this original baseball-themed inflatable game. Players can step up to the plate and take part in batting practice as they hot baseballs into an enclosed “outfield.” The back wall has strategic holes, with designated 10-point values for each hit, amid realistic artwork, complete with defensive outfields trying to catch the ball. The Batter UP inflatable game offers plenty of three-dimensional details, with a baseball bat and ball-flanked opening and versatility: players can bat either left-right-handed. **E**

**Boxing Gloves**
2 pair of over-sized boxing gloves and head gear. Option to combine with inflatable (please add $195.00) **E**

**Bruno the Bear**
Smaller children step inside to a whirlwind of flying balloons. They can play games like: catch all red balloons, write numbers or letters on balloons and have them catch them in order (can be fun and educational!) 10’ x 10’ x 10’H. **E**

**Bubble Bowling**
No bowling alley around? No problem; we have Bubble Bowling... Just climb inside and instantly, you are the bowling ball. Run down the alley and try to make a STRIKE! You’ll be laughing so hard, you’ll have a hard time making the ball go where you want it to. Additional operating charges apply after 4 hours. **E S W**

**Gauntlet Run**
One brave soul takes the challenge of making the 30’ Gauntlet Run while 10 other participants are swinging their paddled balls trying to stop them before they can get their ball into the hoop at the end of the run! This high energy game allows 11 participants to be involved at once! 30’ x 13’ x 15’. **E**

**Mini Hockey Game**
Shoot and score with the Mini Hockey Game interactive inflatable! This is the perfect inflatable game for your party! Challenge a friend to slap some pucks into the inflatable net. See if you can score stick side, glove side, five-hole or top shelf. This inflatable is best suited for older kids and adults. 12’ x 9’ x 10. **E**

**Bungee Run**
One of our top fun makers. Two participants strap on bungee cords and try to out run each other down the inflated lanes. The one that goes the furthest, before being “snapped back” wins. 32’x12’x9H” **E**

**Bungee Run 3 Lanes**
The Bungee Run 3 Lane is played with three players who make a mad dash to see who can get their velcro baton the furthest down the lane. Each player gets harnessed up to a set of bungee cords and when the attendant blows the whistle or gives the command to start, they run down the lane to see how far they can get before the bungee cord stretches to its capacity and blasts them back to the starting point. This is a great addition to any team building activity. Includes bungee cords, 3 harnesses, 3 batons, backing plates. 37’l x 15’W x 7’T. **E**
**Interactives**

Large selection of games and inflatables to test your skills!

**NEW Drone Zone**

$795 - 4 hr rental
Novice or expert pilots will love it! The perfect addition for your next event or party. Maneuver your drone through obstacles and compete with up to 4 of your friends. *E S*

**Nine Square in the Air**

Stay in the game as long as possible, rotating towards the center square. How long will you be the KING?! *E*

**Hover Ball**

Can you get the ball to the basket first? The ball floats on a cushion of air as you move it towards the basket! Awesome inflatable game perfect for any corporate event or kid's party! *E*

**Gaga Pit**

"This inflatable is sure to be a hit at your next event. Children will have a blast kicking soccer balls around the large, open space! 25' x 25'" *E*

**Hippo Chow Down**

Hippo Chow Down is the latest interactive game guaranteed to keep your participants and spectators laughing for hours. This is the latest 4-player bungee tug-o-war style game that involves speed, strength and agility. Object of the game: Once the referee blows the whistle, each of the 4 players starts from their back wall and races to the pond of balls in the center of the game to retrieve as many balls as possible and return them to the mesh bag at their starting wall. The one with the most balls wins! Fun for all ages. 35' diameter *E*

**Mega Track use with Trikes & Pony Hopes**

This huge track can be rented to be used to race our trikes or pony hops. Track rents for $175 (trikes and pony hops rent separately). 45' x 45' x 10'H *E*

**Pillow Bash**

"Children and children-at-heart love pillow fights on this inflatable game! A big bouncy bed soft enough to fall asleep on protects the losers after they fall off. Finally, kids can hit their friends with pillows without their parents screaming at them! 16' x 16' x 7'H but needs 14' clearance" *E*

**Slack Wire**

Get set for some backyard fun or as training before hitting the trail. Walking this slackline just a few feet off the ground improves core strength and balance while providing hours of entertainment.

**Selfie Booth**

This Inflatable Speed Cage is a sure winner at summer barbecues, graduations, birthday parties, and especially athletic events and fundraisers. Older kids and adult partygoers will quickly pair up and see who can throw the fastest ball, in this bright and attention grabbing inflatable cage. 15' x 13' x 11' *E*

**Pedal Cars with Track**

Race against your friends with our inflatable track. Car is manually operated with your power. Add our drunk goggles for a different experience.

**Human Billiards**

“This larger than life inflatable billiard table will keep you excited for hours. We have taken the traditional game and Super Sized it. Single players or teams of 8 or 10 can play this game. Play up by either rolling or kicking the specially designed soccer style balls. 30' x 17' x 2' *E*

**Mini All-Star Basketball Shoot**

This basketball shoot offers an amazing addition to any party, outdoor event, summer barbecue, or any gathering you could possibly imagine. The perfect addition for any bounce house rental business, the Mini Inflatable Hoop Shot is exactly what’s needed to promote friendly competition between older kids and party going adults. 9' x 9' x 8' *E*

**Pony Hops**

An inflatable bouncer that everyone loves! Children and children-at-heart love horseback riding, so this inflatable horse is perfect for a kids event or party. Inflatable horses can hold up to 250 pounds. 16' x 16' x 7'H but needs 14' clearance. *E*

**Soccer Darts**

Our giant inflatable dart board has velcro soccer balls that you kick to play just like foot darts or you can use our safe archery arrows with velcro tips and use it like a dart board. 20' x 11' x 15' *E*

**Jacob’s Ladder**

“This is a race against an opponent and a test of your own skill. Each of two competitors try to climb up the rope ladder. The one who makes it to the top first wins. Of course, if you fall, there is a nice soft inflatable floor to catch you. Universal in appeal, this interactive has a large potential for fund raising events and great for prize give-a-ways! It is also very challenging, physical, test of balance and coordination for all ages and a lot of fun! 17’ x 15’ x 9’1" *E*

**Soccer Style**

This inflatable is sure to be a hit at your next event. Children will have a blast kicking soccer balls around the large, open space! 25' x 25' *E*

**Nine Square in the Air**

Stay in the game as long as possible, rotating towards the center square. How long will you be the KING?! *E S*

**Mega Track use with Trikes & Pony Hopes**

This huge track can be rented to be used to race our trikes or pony hops. Track rents for $175 (trikes and pony hops rent separately). 45' x 45' x 10'H *E*

**Pillow Bash**

“Children and children-at-heart love pillow fights on this inflatable game! A big bouncy bed soft enough to fall asleep on protects the losers after they fall off. Finally, kids can hit their friends with pillows without their parents screaming at them! 16' x 16' x 7'H but needs 14' clearance" *E*

**Slack Wire**

Get set for some backyard fun or as training before hitting the trail. Walking this slackline just a few feet off the ground improves core strength and balance while providing hours of entertainment.

**Selfie Booth**

This Inflatable Speed Cage is a sure winner at summer barbecues, graduations, birthday parties, and especially athletic events and fundraisers. Older kids and adult partygoers will quickly pair up and see who can throw the fastest ball, in this bright and attention grabbing inflatable cage. 15' x 13' x 11' *E*

**Pedal Cars with Track**

Race against your friends with our inflatable track. Car is manually operated with your power. Add our drunk goggles for a different experience.

**Human Billiards**

“This larger than life inflatable billiard table will keep you excited for hours. We have taken the traditional game and Super Sized it. Single players or teams of 8 or 10 can play this game. Play up by either rolling or kicking the specially designed soccer style balls. 30' x 17' x 2' *E*

**Mini All-Star Basketball Shoot**

This basketball shoot offers an amazing addition to any party, outdoor event, summer barbecue, or any gathering you could possibly imagine. The perfect addition for any bounce house rental business, the Mini Inflatable Hoop Shot is exactly what’s needed to promote friendly competition between older kids and party going adults. 9' x 9' x 8' *E*

**Pony Hops**

An inflatable bouncer that everyone loves! Children and children-at-heart love horseback riding, so this inflatable horse is perfect for a kids event or party. Inflatable horses can hold up to 250 pounds. 16' x 16' x 7'H but needs 14' clearance. *E*

**Soccer Darts**

Our giant inflatable dart board has velcro soccer balls that you kick to play just like foot darts or you can use our safe archery arrows with velcro tips and use it like a dart board. 20' x 11' x 15' *E*

**Jacob’s Ladder**

“This is a race against an opponent and a test of your own skill. Each of two competitors try to climb up the rope ladder. The one who makes it to the top first wins. Of course, if you fall, there is a nice soft inflatable floor to catch you. Universal in appeal, this interactive has a large potential for fund raising events and great for prize give-a-ways! It is also very challenging, physical, test of balance and coordination for all ages and a lot of fun! 17’ x 15’ x 9’1" *E*
Interactives
Large selection of games and inflatables to test your skills!

SUMO WRESTLER
Experience the timeless family game on a large scale with this interactive inflatable Twister Game. Perfect for summer parties, birthday bashes, graduations, or any other event you could possibly imagine, this inflatable makes a great addition to any party. 14x3x14 E

TRIKE BIKES
Feel like a kid again with these adult size tricycles! Great for any event. Can be used with or without the track ($250 added for inflatable maze track) E

TUG & DUNK BASKETBALL
This inflatable bouncy basketball game is tons of high bouncing fun with a bungee twist, so be ready for some competition with your opponent going in one direction and you have to go the other. It is the perfect inflatable bounce house for your party (birthday, graduation, celebration, summer barbeque, etc). E

VELCRO WALL
The Velcro Wall is easily the center of attention at any birthday party, barbecue, graduation, or any other special event. This inflatable is the perfect addition to any bounce house rental business that wants to offer a full inventory of inflatable products. All party goers need to do is get a running start, get a little bit of air, and they’re instantly stuck to the wall! 18’x14’x16’H E

GOLDEN TEE
OK Golfers, test or improve your golf skills with this arcade style golf game! E

金剛戰士
Sumo Wrestler
The Sumo suits will be the hit of your next party. What’s better than having a Sumo fight at your next event? You get more than just front row seats! You can take part in the sumo action! E

TRIKE BIKES
Feel like a kid again with these adult size tricycles! Great for any event. Can be used with or without the track ($250 added for inflatable maze track) E

TUG & DUNK BASKETBALL
This inflatable bouncy basketball game is tons of high bouncing fun with a bungee twist, so be ready for some competition with your opponent going in one direction and you have to go the other. It is the perfect inflatable bounce house for your party (birthday, graduation, celebration, summer barbeque, etc). E

VELCRO WALL
The Velcro Wall is easily the center of attention at any birthday party, barbecue, graduation, or any other special event. This inflatable is the perfect addition to any bounce house rental business that wants to offer a full inventory of inflatable products. All party goers need to do is get a running start, get a little bit of air, and they’re instantly stuck to the wall! 18’x14’x16’H E

GOLDEN TEE
OK Golfers, test or improve your golf skills with this arcade style golf game! E

水戰
Water Wars
Play the ultimate water balloon game! Water Wars is a game or competition—here is how you play: Opponents go to opposing battle stations with buckets of water balloons. Each battle station has a water balloon launcher. Place a balloon in the launcher, pull down on the handle, aim, and fire! Your balloon soars high through the air and comes crashing down on your opponent’s battle station. There are strategically placed slots and holes in the structure that allows the water to come through. You might get sprinkled, sprayed, or saturated, but watch out, retaliation comes quickly….! What could be more fun! Contestants launch waterballoons at their opponent’s target up to 50’ away. Comes with up to (8) launching stations, up to (4) balloon filling station, and balloons. Customer is responsible for water source, hose, and the filling of the balloons. No electric required.

Launching Station: 2’ x 4’ x 8’ each
Filling Station: 4’ x 2’ x 4’
**NEW Double Spin Art**  
Double spin art - white cards or white flying discs available. Call for pricing.  

**Barnstormer**  
Barnstormers are a high-flying fun! Kids and adults love throwing the model glider planes and trying to navigate through the open barn doors. Cute and whimsical, this game is always a crowd pleaser.  

**Bigfoot Race**  

**NEW Black Jack Table**  

**Bull Ring**  
Try your best at hooking the bull ring on the nose. Fun carnival game for all ages!  

**Archery Hover Ball**  
Hoverball Archery provides an indoor/outdoor experience which creates a safe and fun learning environment to teach and learn basic archery skills. Those who are experienced at archery will no doubt find this to be a blast! Those who are just learning will have a chance to work on the top 3 archery skills: Hand-eye coordination, Upper body strength, Self Discipline.  
The benefits of S.A.F.E. Archery Arrows are the ability to practice indoors due to the safety of the arrows. They have foam tops (Safe Nock), and do not require additional netting. 20'x12'x8"  

**Barnyard Buddies Photo Frame**  

**Bingo**  

**Black Jack Mat**  

**Cash Cube**  
Patrons try to catch money, coupons (or whatever you're promoting) that are flying crazily around the inner chamber courtesy of a secondary air-circulation system!  

**Box Hockey**  
Box hockey is an active hand game played between two people with sticks, a puck and a compartmentalized box. The object of the game is to move a hockey puck through the center dividers, of the box, out through a hole placed at each end of the box, also known as the goal. The two players face one another on either side of the box, and each attempt to move the puck to their left. If a player succeeds in getting the puck to exit the box through the goal, the player scores one point (or goal). The first player to score the predetermined number of goals wins the game.  

**Catcher**  

**Balloon Pop**  
Balloons are NOT included in this rental.  

**Barnstormer**  
Barnstormers are a high-flying fun! Kids and adults love throwing the model glider planes and trying to navigate through the open barn doors. Cute and whimsical, this game is always a crowd pleaser.  

**Black Hole Aliens**  
Test your skills and knock over the targets by tossing bean bags at different alien lifeforms.  

**Beach Couple Photo Frame**  
Pose behind this funny beach scene!  
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**Black Jack Mat**  
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Patrons try to catch money, coupons (or whatever you're promoting) that are flying crazily around the inner chamber courtesy of a secondary air-circulation system!  
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Box hockey is an active hand game played between two people with sticks, a puck and a compartmentalized box. The object of the game is to move a hockey puck through the center dividers, of the box, out through a hole placed at each end of the box, also known as the goal. The two players face one another on either side of the box, and each attempt to move the puck to their left. If a player succeeds in getting the puck to exit the box through the goal, the player scores one point (or goal). The first player to score the predetermined number of goals wins the game.  

**Catcher**  

**Balloon Pop**  
Balloons are NOT included in this rental.  

**Barnstormer**  
Barnstormers are a high-flying fun! Kids and adults love throwing the model glider planes and trying to navigate through the open barn doors. Cute and whimsical, this game is always a crowd pleaser.  

**Black Hole Aliens**  
Test your skills and knock over the targets by tossing bean bags at different alien lifeforms.  

**Beach Couple Photo Frame**  
Pose behind this funny beach scene!  

**Barnstormer**  
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Carnival Games
Large selection of party and fair activities for all ages.

LEGEND:  E = Electricity  W = Water  S = Staffing  W = Waiver

Chef Challenge
Chef Challenge is the wackiest game on our menu! Try your hand at feeding these friends!

Cow-Pie Fly
In this unique and “udderly” hilarious game, the players get the pitch ... well ... you know what ... back at ol’ “Bessie.” Specially weighted “cow pies” get tossed into the pouch located just beneath the cow. Whether it’s down on the farm or in the big city, the Cow-Pie Fly is fun for all ages.

Chicken Flinger

Craps Mat

Colors Game
Try your luck at landing on your favorite color!

Crazy Dots

Cornhole
Play one of the best backyard games on the market! We have 3 designs - plain white, Notre Dame and Baskin Robbins blue and pink.

Dunk Tank
The classic challenge of the dunk tank is great at any event. Put your favorite person inside the steel cage and watched them get dunked! Please allow (2) hours to fill dunk tank. Water not included in rental. 10 x 10 area required.

E = Electricity
W = Water
S = Staffing
W = Waiver

Deluxe Fish N Fun

Elephant Toss

Find Golden Egg

Football Challenge

Fun House Mirrors

Frankenstein
Use the circle end of the rod to carefully move up and down the bent metal rod without being buzzed!

Frog Flinger Table
Flip the frogs onto the lily pad at the other end of the table to win!

Froggy Fly Fling
Froggy Fly Fling lets the player test his or her skill by catapulting insects into Froggy’s mouth. Kids love it! And you’ll love it too!

Fun House Mirrors

Football Challenge

Duck Pond
Pick a floating duck for a prize.

Colors Game

Find Golden Egg

Craps Mat

Crabs Mat

Double Trouble

Chicken Flinger

Deluxe Fish N Fun

Deluxe Fish N Fun
**Carnival Games**

Large selection of party and fair activities for all ages.

---

**Gator Gulp**

Gator Gulp is a really cute and fun game right out of the Everglades! Kids love flipping the baby turtles into the gator’s hungry mouth! It’s colorful and whimsical.

---

**Giant Chess**

Play the game you love with our giant chess pieces! Board is 10’ x 10’ Chess pieces are 10” to 12”

---

**Grand Prize Game**

Batter up! Go for a grand slam, home run, single or double. But, 3 catches by the first baseman, third baseman or outfielder and you’re out!

---

**Giant Piano Mat**

---

**Giant Tic Tac Toe**

---

**Giant Yardzee**

Play Yardzee with giant dice! It’s extra fun when it is supersized!

---

**Grand Slam Plinko Carnival Game**

Batter up! Go for a grand slam, home run, single or double. But, 3 catches by the first baseman, third baseman or outfielder and you’re out!

---

**Hog Wild**

What a hoot! With Hog Wild, your customers will have more fun than a pig in mud! This game is especially great for the little ones, as they try to toss the corn cob into the hog’s huge mouth!

---

**Giant Connect Four**

Just like the small table game you can play at home, but much more visual and interactive. The goal of the game is for two people, or two teams to get 4 of the same color, in a row; vertically, horizontally or diagonally to win the game. But the other team is always watching and ready to block the progress. 4’ x 4’

---

**Kick and Score Soccer**

Kick & Score Soccer is a winner at any sporting event, fund raiser, or carnival. It’s a very simple game but irresistible! Soccer players from the little tykes to the big boys will be lining up to give it a shot.

---

**Giant Jenga Game**

Play Jenga on a giant scale!

---

**Milk Bottle Smash**

Give it your best shot and knock down the bottles to win!

---

**Hog Wild**

What a hoot! With Hog Wild, your customers will have more fun than a pig in mud! This game is especially great for the little ones, as they try to toss the corn cob into the hog’s huge mouth!

---

**Kick and Score Soccer**

Kick & Score Soccer is a winner at any sporting event, fund raiser, or carnival. It’s a very simple game but irresistible! Soccer players from the little tykes to the big boys will be lining up to give it a shot.

---

**Golf Challenge**

The colorful backdrop, which is designed to look like a golf course, is Velcro receptive, so the special Velcro practice golf balls stay right where you hit them. For pros or novices alike this game can quickly become addictive.

---

**High Striker**

The High Striker is a familiar game at many carnivals, fairs and festivals. This game can be very competitive. If you are skilled enough with your swing, you will ring the bell at the top of the tower. So, see who’s the strongest at your next event and rent the High Striker with us.

---

**Kiddie Striker Caterpillar**

Children of all ages love to show up dad with our miniature Kiddie Strikers. And they won’t go away disappointed either, because they ring every time!

---

**Kiddie Striker Giraffe**

Younger children will want to ring the bell too! Let them grab the smaller mallet, and try their luck!

---

**Giant Gator Gulp**

---

**Giant Tic Tac Toe**

---

**Giant Yardzee**

---

**Grand Slam Plinko Carnival Game**

Batter up! Go for a grand slam, home run, single or double. But, 3 catches by the first baseman, third baseman or outfielder and you’re out!

---

**Hog Wild**

What a hoot! With Hog Wild, your customers will have more fun than a pig in mud! This game is especially great for the little ones, as they try to toss the corn cob into the hog’s huge mouth!

---

**Giant Connect Four**

Just like the small table game you can play at home, but much more visual and interactive. The goal of the game is for two people, or two teams to get 4 of the same color, in a row; vertically, horizontally or diagonally to win the game. But the other team is always watching and ready to block the progress. 4’ x 4’

---

**Kick and Score Soccer**

Kick & Score Soccer is a winner at any sporting event, fund raiser, or carnival. It’s a very simple game but irresistible! Soccer players from the little tykes to the big boys will be lining up to give it a shot.

---

**Giant Jenga Game**

Play Jenga on a giant scale!

---

**Milk Bottle Smash**

Give it your best shot and knock down the bottles to win!

---

**Hog Wild**

What a hoot! With Hog Wild, your customers will have more fun than a pig in mud! This game is especially great for the little ones, as they try to toss the corn cob into the hog’s huge mouth!

---

**Kick and Score Soccer**

Kick & Score Soccer is a winner at any sporting event, fund raiser, or carnival. It’s a very simple game but irresistible! Soccer players from the little tykes to the big boys will be lining up to give it a shot.

---

**Golf Challenge**

The colorful backdrop, which is designed to look like a golf course, is Velcro receptive, so the special Velcro practice golf balls stay right where you hit them. For pros or novices alike this game can quickly become addictive.

---

**High Striker**

The High Striker is a familiar game at many carnivals, fairs and festivals. This game can be very competitive. If you are skilled enough with your swing, you will ring the bell at the top of the tower. So, see who’s the strongest at your next event and rent the High Striker with us.

---

**Kiddie Striker Caterpillar**

Children of all ages love to show up dad with our miniature Kiddie Strikers. And they won’t go away disappointed either, because they ring every time!

---

**Kiddie Striker Giraffe**

Younger children will want to ring the bell too! Let them grab the smaller mallet, and try their luck!
**Milk the Cow**
Race against others to see who can milk the cow faster into a bucket.

**Penguin Fish Fling**
Building off the recent penguin craze, we’ve created a really cool game called Penguin Fish Fling. Children stomp on the launcher, flipping the rubber fish into the penguin’s picnic basket. Kid’s love it! Like most of our games, Penguin Fish Fling can be set up in less than five minutes and can be used indoors or out.

**Monster Dentist**
Throw bean bags to knock the monsters teeth out.

**Moon Shot**
The targets are “floating” on air. Take your best shot to knock the mystical floating planets out of orbit with your bean bags. If you knock a predetermined amount “out of orbit”, you win a prize.

**Numbers Game**
Try your luck at landing on a specific number.

**Ring a Coke**

**Pique a Pop**

**Prize Wheel**
Turn your game station into an instant carnival classic - a spinning prize wheel!

**Pull a String**

**Ring Toss**

**Potty Toss**

**Rollors**

**Quarterback Toss**
Quarterback Toss is a winner at any sporting event, fund raiser, or carnival. It’s a very simple game but irresistible! No football player or football player want-to-be can walk by this game without giving it a shot.

**Rainbow Roll**

**Penguin Fish Fling**
Throw bean bags to knock the monsters teeth out.

**Ring a Coke**

**NEW Roulette Table**
Fun for All, great for your next party or outing.

**Scooters**

**Shark Tooth**

**Roller Skate**

**Roulette Mat**

**Shuffleboard**

**LEGEND:**
- **E** = Electricity
- **W** = Water
- **S** = Staffing
- **W** = Waiver
Carnival Games

Large selection of party and fair activities for all ages.

Small Pitch Game
Throw miniature baseball bean bags at targets. Great for school carnival prizes.

Train Ride
Kids will love this train ride as it moves up and down and back and forth. For small children only.

Under the Knife (Giant Operation Game)
Play “Operation” on a giant scale with the buzzing Under the Knife game!

Wooden Tabletop Bowling

NEW The Vault
You have 30 seconds to complete your mission, should you accept it. Select your difficulty level. Stop the orbiting white lights on the red lights. Complete 5 rounds to win.

3’ x 4’

T-Rex Toss
T-Rex Toss is hugely popular with kids because kids LOVE dinosaurs! T-Rex Toss is a very colorful NEW game, that is fun for younger and older kids alike.

Whack a Mole
This Whack-a-Mole game is fantastic for 1 vs 1 or 2 vs 2 players. The idea is to start by having an equal number of moles visible on each side. Players then hit the moles on their heads as fast as they can so that the opposite player has more moles above the surface than you do. As you hit one down, the one on the other side will raise up. After 20 seconds or so, the player with the most moles hit down is the winner.

Zap the Zombies
Zap the Zombies uses a cross bow propel Velcro darts at the targets.

Tiki Man Game

Trump Toss

Tic Tac Toe

Twisty Toss

Train Ride
Kids will love this train ride as it moves up and down and back and forth. For small children only.

Under the Knife (Giant Operation Game)
Play “Operation” on a giant scale with the buzzing Under the Knife game!

Wooden Tabletop Bowling

LEGEND: E = Electricity  W = Water  S = Staffing  W = Waiver
Concessions & Equipment
Items for all your event needs!

- Tent with Walls
- Tent without Walls
- Cotton Candy Cart
- Igloo Cooler
- Popcorn Popper
- Black Light
- Chairs
- Cotton Candy Machine
- Generator
- Large Grill (Propane not included)
- Portable Bar
- Scary Sally Zombie
- Costumes - Tiger or Gorilla
- Misting Fan
- Nacho Cheese Dispenser
- Pretzel Warmer
- Pucker Powder
- Hot and Cold Beverage Dispenser
- Upright Misting Fan
- Cotton Candy Machine
- Igloo Cooler
- Popcorn Popper
- Black Light
- Chairs
- Cotton Candy Machine
- Generator
- Large Grill (Propane not included)
- Portable Bar
- Scary Sally Zombie
- Costumes - Tiger or Gorilla
- Misting Fan
- Nacho Cheese Dispenser
- Pretzel Warmer
- Pucker Powder
- Hot and Cold Beverage Dispenser
- Upright Misting Fan

LEGEND:  
E = Electricity  
W = Water  
S = Staffing  
W = Waiver  
www.A-1forFun.com • (765) 717-3098
Q: What time will our crew arrive?
A: As you work with your event planner, a delivery window will be specified. Generally, crews will arrive 1.5 to 3 hours in advance of event. Some attractions / events may require a longer set-up. We will rely on you to let us know if preparations on your end require a specific delivery window. **You must provide a working cell phone number for a contact on site.**

Q: I just thought of another question / need to relay more information but hate to call again.
A: Please do not hesitate to call. We are happy to help.

Q: What are the total dimensions of the item I rented?
A: Dimensions are listed on our website, but feel free to call.

Q: Will I need waivers?
A: Some of our attractions require that liability waivers be signed for participation. For participants under 18, waivers must be signed by a parent or guardian. Will you provide staff to have waivers signed or do we need to provide a staff member? You must also consider how our staff will identify participants that have signed a waiver. We can provide wristbands (additional charges may apply for larger events) but must be notified before the event. For any attraction requiring a waiver, no participants will be allowed on unless we can properly verify a waiver has been signed. There are no exceptions. Please address this in detail with your A-1 for Fun event planner before your event.

Q: Do I need any special electrical / water hook-ups?
A: While some of our smaller games require no electricity, all inflatables require at least one blower that must be plugged in for the duration of the event. No more than 2 blowers can be plugged in to any one circuit. Normally we require a regular 110v outlet on a dedicated 20 AMP circuit – this is considered a “normal plug” in most homes / businesses. We will need a dedicated circuit. A-1 for Fun will provide 50 feet of extension cord per item. No rental will be operated more than 50 feet from the electrical supply. Some of our items require multiple plug-ins or 30 AMP circuits. It is your responsibility to discuss electrical needs with our staff prior to our crews loading for your event. We will absolutely not be responsible for rentals that cannot run due to insufficient / incorrect power supply. We do offer generators for rental if your power supply is insufficient. If you are renting a “wet” item, A-1 for Fun does not supply water. You are responsible for discussing water supply with your event planner prior to event.

Q: What do I need to do before your crew arrives?
A: Be certain that A-1 for Fun has been informed of the type of surface we will be set up on – grass, pavement, carpet, cement, etc. Secondly, make sure set up area is a flat, even surface free of grass clippings, debris, gravel, animal feces, stumps, heating / cooling vents, grates / manhole covers, trash, or any other obstructions. Check above for power lines, low hanging limbs or low ceilings. Also, it is imperative that you check our local incoming delivery route. Are there sharp curves or steep inclines that you need to route us around for our larger trucks? Once we arrive on site, how far do we unload from set up site? Are there stairs or elevators? What is the narrowest / lowest point we will pass through? Are there single or double doorways or narrow gates? Will contact be on site ready to meet us at specified time or will there be a wait? **This is all incredibly important information for set up; if we are given incorrect information and/or set up site is not properly prepared, your set up may be delayed or your rental may be forfeited.***

Q: What about other event plans?
A: There must be a responsible adult on site to ensure children/guests are not on any of our equipment during set-up and tear down. To young eyes it can often appear that a rental is ready to go, but we may be working on properly securing the rental or testing electricity or safety features. No rental is ready for use until it has been cleared by an A1 crew member.

Q: Extra help setting up / tearing down?
A: There are not any eating or drinking on/in rental items. Other party favors, especially silly string, are very harmful and should be kept away from inflatables. Inflatables should not be set up anywhere near a bonfire. A-1 for Fun staff will work closely with you up until it is time for us to leave for your event to advise whether rental items can be operated safely. Please note: once our crew leaves the warehouse to travel to your event, you will be charged. It is solely at the discretion of our crew as to whether rentals can be safely operated in current / pending weather conditions.

Q: Do inflatables need to be watched?
A: Absolutely YES!! A responsible adult age 18 or older must be present at all times to supervise the rental. One adult per rental is required unless your A1 event planner has specified otherwise. A-1 for Fun is happy to provide staffing at an additional charge; there are some rentals that must be staffed by trained A1 for Fun personnel. If you are supervising the rental or using volunteers they must be present prior to the start of the event to receive instruction.

Q: What if there is a storm? Will you wait or will we have to take the items down?
A: For weather related issues, please refer to the weather chart section of FAQ’s. If inclement weather is forecasted, A1 for Fun staff will work closely with you up until it is time for us to leave for your event to advise whether rental items can be operated safely. Also, for indoor events, we must consider the ability of our crew to travel to and from the event safely. If inclement weather is forecasted, A1 for Fun staff will work closely with you up until it is time for us to leave for your event to advise whether rental items can be operated safely. Please note: once our crew leaves the warehouse to travel to your event, you will be charged. It is solely at the discretion of our crew as to whether rentals can be safely operated in current / pending weather conditions.

Q: After reading FAQ’s, I am still uncertain of some requirements for my event.
A: Please contact your A-1 for Fun event planner and let us know your concerns. We can talk you through it, or send a scout crew to the site well before the event to help you determine anything from rental placement to ensuring you have proper electricity; in fact, we recommend it on larger events. Additional fees may apply for scout crew, ask your event planner.
A-1 For Fun is a proud member of:

[Logos of various organizations]

We accept: MasterCard, Visa, Discover, American Express.